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An ultrafast x-ray microtomography technique based on synchrotron x rays and a fast-framing x-ray
detector was developed to reconstruct the highly transient sprays in four dimensions with
microsecond-temporal resolution in the near-nozzle region. The time-resolved quantitative fuel
distribution allowed a realistic numerical fluid dynamic simulation with initial conditions based on
the measurement, which demonstrates that the fuel has completed the primary breakup upon exiting
the nozzle. The secondary-breakup-based simulation agrees well with the experimental fuel-volume
fraction distribution, which challenges most existing simulation assumptions and results. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3048563�

High-pressure high-speed sprays have vast industrial and
consumer applications. Specifically, liquid-fuel sprays are
part of energy sources for propulsion and transportation sys-
tems including internal combustion engines. Realistic fuel
spray characterization, such as atomization and mixing with
air in a cylinder, is crucial for a realistic combustion
simulation.1,2 Despite their longstanding multitude of uses,
the fundamental physics that governs the spray flow forma-
tion in high-speed jets is not well understood. The most de-
veloped theory so far to explain the atomization process is
that the surface instability waves lead to disintegration of the
liquid jet into droplets characterized as primary breakup.3

This theory can explain the breakup of laminar jets injected
at low pressure and from a nozzle with relatively simple
geometry �i.e., a round liquid jet�.4 However, understanding
the breakups of liquid jets in regimes beyond the capillary-
wave-controlled �low-velocity� cases has not been
possible.3–5 Traditional visualization techniques have not
provided detailed information about the morphology of high-
pressure sprays close to the nozzle, including the liquid
breakup mechanism or the spray mass distribution.6–8 Here,
we report the development of ultrafast �microsecond� syn-
chrotron x-ray-based tomography to interrogate the funda-
mental breakup phenomenon associated with the hollow-
cone gasoline spray in the near-nozzle region. The total
duration of the high-speed spray is only about 1 ms. The
ultrafast temporal resolution was achieved by intense syn-
chrotron x rays and an ultrafast detector.9,10

The experiment was performed at the D-1 beamline of
the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source �CHESS� with
preliminary experiments done at the 1-BM beamline at the
Advanced Photon Source �APS�. The experiment setup is
described in EPAPS document #111 in detail. Briefly, at
CHESS, x-rays produced by synchrotron radiation are mono-
chromatized to 6.0 keV �energy bandwidth about 1%� using
a double-multilayer monochromator. This x-ray energy is op-

timal for probing the fuel, a blend of a calibration fluid and a
cerium-containing fuel additive.

The tomography spray chamber can be motorized to ro-
tate and to translate in precise steps while the x-ray source
and the detector are stationary, so that the sprays can be
imaged from different orientations. The liquid fuel is injected
into a quiescent gas atmosphere by an outward-opening an-
nular slit-type nozzle to form a high-speed hollow-cone
spray. The injection pressure is 7 MPa and the nominal in-
jection duration of the spray is 1 ms.11

Downstream from the spray chamber is the microsecond,
direct exposure x-ray camera, a pixel array detector �PAD�,
which was developed at Cornell University. The pixel pitch
of the PAD is 150�150 �m2. The exposure time per frame
is set to 5.13 �s �twice the CHESS synchrotron period� with
an interval between frames of 15.38 �s. Each frame is ob-
tained by averaging 20 exposures of phase-locked individual
injection events �operated at 1.15 Hz� to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio. The parallel x-ray beam �perpendicular to the
rotation axis� images the spray at a projection angle �. After
completion of the scans in temporal steps, the injection
nozzle rotates a small angle ���=1°� and the temporal scan
is repeated. This process is continued until completion of
180° to collect a complete set of 180 projections. The full
tomographic data set is obtained from multiple ��100 000�
sprays to collect both spatial and temporal distributions of
the spray in the near-nozzle region.11

Figure 1 shows the time-resolved projected density dis-
tribution of the fuel spray derived from the radiographic im-
ages at different projection angles.11 Unprecedented details
of the sprays can be readily observed from the high-quality
images, such as global spray cone formation and its dynam-
ics, local asymmetry, and streaks. More importantly, quanti-
tative information, such as the mass distribution and mass
flow rate, can be derived from these images from the attenu-
ation law, as the two-dimensional �2D� fuel mass density
�with a unit of mass/unit-projection-area� can be obtained by
M = �1 /�M�ln�Io / I�, where Io and I are the incident and de-
tected x-ray intensities, respectively; �M is the mass attenu-
ation coefficient of the fuel, which can be calibrated
accurately.11
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The time-resolved density distribution can be recon-
structed in three dimensions �3D� by the computed tomogra-
phy technique,12,13 assuming that the linear attenuation coef-
ficient distribution of the spray cross section, �L�x ,y�, can be
reconstructed from its line integrals. The fuel density distri-
bution, ��x ,y�, is derived based on ��x ,y�=�L�x ,y� /�M. The
3D fuel density distribution is, then, built upon all the recon-
structed cross sections from the nozzle exit with a spatial
resolution of 150 �m determined by the detector pixel size
�see EPAPS document #211�.

Figure 2 shows the reconstructed 3D hollow-cone sprays
at different time instances: the initial spray, the intermediate
and steady sprays, and the sprays after the nozzle closed. An
animation of the time-resolved fuel distribution is shown in
EPAPS #3.11 Although the sprays come out of a symmetrical
nozzle orifice, the spray is highly asymmetric. The axially
asymmetry can be caused by slight radial movement of the
pintle and manufacture imperfections of the nozzle orifices.

We also observed that the cone angle varies during the whole
injection process. The relatively steady state with fully
opened cone angle only occurs about 25% of the duration. To
visualize the highly asymmetric and transient nature of the
spray, tomographic reconstruction has obvious advantages
over the model-dependent method based on radiographic
images,14 which only yielded limited information about the
fuel distribution.

The reconstructed spray is obtained by imaging sprays
from many injection events in a phase-locked manner, which
exerts a rigorous requirement on the spray repeatability. The
validity and fidelity of the reconstruction can be verified by
comparing the sinogram measured experimentally with the
numerical projection of the reconstructed spray cross sec-
tions. Figure 3 shows the comparison at several view angles
at 3.5 mm from the nozzle and 891 �s after the start of the
injection �SOI�. A good agreement between the two data sets
is clearly demonstrated, which verified the repeatability of
the spray and the reliability of the reconstruction.

We also discovered that the liquid volume fraction �VF�
at the nozzle exit ��0.4� is substantially below the bulk
liquid-fuel density �857.7 �g /mm3, corresponding to VF
=1�, indicating that the liquid-jet primary breakup already
happened inside the nozzle and well before reaching the
nozzle exit. The exact mechanism leading to the liquid-jet
breakup at the nozzle exit has yet to be understood. Most
likely, the strong internal cavitation and turbulence caused by
nozzle geometry and configuration15–17 initiated the breakup.

To better understand how the spray behavior in this near-
nozzle region affects the downstream spray morphology, we
performed a computational fluid dynamics �CFD� simulation
to understand the secondary breakup process. Obviously,
simulating all the features observed experimentally would be
extremely difficult and unrealistic due to the highly asym-
metric and transient nature of the spray. Here, we choose a
steady portion of the spray and focus on the azimuthally
averaged �or axially symmetrized� density of the spray. We
employed the stochastic particle injection method to model
the discrete liquid parcels at the nozzle exit. By coupling the
mass, the momentum, and the energy exchange between the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Examples of line-of-sight projected fuel mass density
distribution derived from the radiographic images of the hollow-cone fuel
sprays collected at 3°, 33°, 63°, 93°, 123°, and 153° projection angles at
time instances of 0.23, 0.33, 0.62, and 1.23 ms after the SOI. The exposure
time of each radiographic image is 5.13 �s. The rotation angular increment
is 1°.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Reconstructed hollow-cone sprays based on 180 pro-
jections at each time instance from 0.16 �immediately after the start of
injection� to 1.33 ms �end of injection� showing the development of the
hollow-cone sprays throughout the 1.33 ms injection event. Detailed fea-
tures of the spray including asymmetric fuel distributions can be readily
observed. The time-resolved three-dimensional fuel distribution is recon-
structed quantitatively as the false color represents the density of the fuel in
unit of �g /mm3.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Comparison between the sinogram data from the
measured radiographic images and the reconstructed spray distribution pro-
jected to different directions at 3.5 mm from the nozzle and 891 �s after the
SOI.
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droplets and gas phase during the secondary breakup pro-
cess, we can mathematically describe the axial symmetric
liquid/gas mixture emerging from the nozzle using a Taylor
analogy breakup model.18–20 By using the space-time conser-
vation element and solution element method21 and applying a
conservation law to the individual liquid parcels, the fluid
dynamics equations are directly solved in the Eulerian coor-
dinate system. For computational efficiency, each computa-
tional parcel represents a number of child particles having
the identical mechanical and thermodynamic properties.22

The simulation results of the cross-sectional VF at se-
lected spray cross sections �2, 3, 4, and 5 mm from the
nozzle exit� are plotted in Figs. 4�a�–4�d� in the first quad-
rant, respectively. To obtain a more quantitative comparison
between the simulation and the data, the radial distributions
of the fuel-volume fraction at the cross-sectional planes are
overlaid in Figs. 4�a�–4�d�, respectively. The CFD results
have succeeded in capturing the experimental liquid-fuel-
volume fraction distribution in the direction parallel to the
spray axis �Fig. 4�e�� and the hollow-cone spray sheet �or
wall� thickness �full width at half maximum� �Fig. 4�f��. The
agreement between the data and the simulation results is re-
markably good.

Both experimental and numerical results show that the
peak liquid-fuel VF values at each cross section �perpendicu-
lar to the spray axis� are well below unity even immediately
at the orifice exit. In the CFD simulation, a hypothetic initial
condition assuming a solid liquid sheet through the orifice
would yield a much higher liquid VF in the near-nozzle re-
gion than that was measured experimentally. Therefore, we
conclude that the secondary breakup is responsible for the
atomization of the fuel outside of the nozzle. Both the ex-
perimental data and the simulation results show the absence
of the primary breakup where the VF drops abruptly at the
breakup length.23

To summarize, we have developed an ultrafast x-ray to-
mography and its utility of directly measuring the near-
nozzle hollow-cone sprays in a highly quantitative and time-
resolved manner. The tomography reconstructed fuel
distribution and the simulation of the breakup model provide
unique and realistic information to the fundamental under-
standing of the high-speed sprays. We also think that this
technique is a sensitive probe and diagnostic tool for inves-
tigating other highly transient phenomena.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Comparison of liquid-fuel VF distribution between
the CFD numerical simulation and experimental results. The simulated
cross-sectional VF at selected spray cross sections �2, 3, 4, and 5 mm from
the nozzle exit� are shown in �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�, respectively. The radial
distributions of the fuel VF at the selected cross-sectional planes are shown
inside of �a�, �b�, �c�, and �d�, respectively. The measured and simulated
peak fuel VF values in each cross-sectional planes are plotted in �e� and the
hollow-cone spray wall thickness �full width at half maximum� in �f� along
the spray axis.
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